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 HEADING OF JUDGMENT IN ORIGINAL SUIT/CASE 
 

          District: Dhubri 
 

                  IN THE COURT OF MUNSIFF NO-1, DHUBRI 
 

 

Present: Nur Jamal Hoque, AJS 

             Munsiff No-1 

             Dhubri 

 

    Thursday, 16th day of January, 2014 

                                           Title Suit No- 55/2009 

                                   

                                   Nibaran Choudhury.......……………………Plaintiff  

                                   V/S 

1. Dipika Roy 
2. Dipesh Roy.............Defendants  
  Ratna Choudhury.............Proforma defendant 

This suit coming on for argument on –4/11/13  in presence of:- 

 

    Mr.  R. N Mondal                                             LD     Advocate for the plaintiff  

    Mr.  R.K Jain                                                   LD    Advocate for the defendant 

 

 And having stood for consideration to this day, the court delivered the following 

judgment:- 

         JUDGMENT AND ORDER 

 

             “This is a suit for declarationThis is a suit for declarationThis is a suit for declarationThis is a suit for declaration    and for permanent injunctionand for permanent injunctionand for permanent injunctionand for permanent injunction” 

1.Plaintiffs case in a nutshell is that  plaintiff and proforma defendant  on-23/11/95 executed 
a marriage agreement and on-14/12/95 their social marriage solemnized and  from their 
wedlock one son and daughter born on-9/7/96 and 9/7/98. That plaintiff is employee of 
PWD, Department and during his service period at Balajan, the plaintiff used to stay at  
Government allotted quarter and at that time the defendant with the help of some unknown 
persons forcefully took the plaintiff at Bilashipara and forcefully got executed one marriage 
agreement from plaintiff on-16/12/96. That plaintiff never lead any conjugal life with the 
defendant and as the plaintiff already got married the proforma defendant earlier to 
19/12/96, that is why said marriage with defendant is void and liable to be canceled. That 
claim raise by defendant no-1 is false and defendant no-2 is not ward of plaintiff. That 
defendant no-1 in the year 2005 brought one proceeding under section-125 of Cr.P.C and 
said proceeding was ordered against the plaintiff and revision preferred by plaintiff against 
said judgment and Hon'ble Sessions Judge, remanded said case without any interference. 
Hence this suit filed by the plaintiff praying declaration the defendant no-1 is not the wife of 
plaintiffs along with other reliefs.          
          Cont.P-2 
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2.  The defendants contested the suit filling written statements both in law and facts. The 
defendants with the plea of maintainability, cause of action, law of limitation etc, denied 
entire averments of plaint save and except those are specifically admitted in the written 
statement. The defendant further pleaded that plaintiff maintained love affair with defendant  
while he was serving as Mechanic at Balajan. Thereafter from time to time plaintiff used to 
visit the house of defendant and due to love affairs the defendant came out from her house 
at the instigation of plaintiff on-12/12/96 and on-16/12/96 both plaintiff and defendant 
entered in to a registered agreement of marriage. The father of defendant no-1 lodged an 
ejahar before Golakganj P.S vide no-235/96 against the plaintiff and subsequently father 
defendant came to know that both plaintiff and defendant are living together as husband 
and wife, so the father of defendant brought the parties to village Debdebi and gave social 
marriage on same day  i.e 19/12/96 and after the marriage the police intimated and 
accordingly statement under section-164 of Cr.P.C recorded and both plaintiff and 
defendant started living conjugal life in the rented house. Thereafter plaintiff transferred from 
Balajan to Bongaigaon and plaintiff without informing the defendant went to Bongaigaon and 
accordingly defendant went Bongaigaon but the parents of plaintiff did not allow the plaintiff 
to enter house. The plaintiff avoided to contact the defendant and having no alternative filed 
Misc Case No-435/05 in the court of Judicial Magistrate, Dhubri and Learned Court granted 
maintenance to the plaintiff. The plaintiff again challenge the order passed by Learned trail 
court and revisionary court dismissed the revision affirming the order of revision. That story 
of plaintiff are totally false and manufactured. Hence upon the above defendant prayed 
dismissal of suit with cost.  
3.  Upon the above pleadings my predecessor in office framed following issues:- 
 

             ISSUES                             

1. Whether the suit is maintainable in law and facts? 

2. Whether there is any cause of action for the suit? 

3. Whether the suit is barred under the principles of estoppal, 

waiver and acquiescence? 

4. Whether the suit is barred by law of limitation? 

5. Whether the suit is bad for non-joinder and mis-joinder of 

parties? 

6. Whether the defendant no-1 is not the wife and defendant no-2 

is not the son of plaintiff? 

7. Whether the plaintiffs are entitled to a decree as prayed for? 

8. To what other relief(s) the plaintiffs is entitled to? 

 

4.       In this case plaintiff side adduces both oral and documentary evidences before the 
court. In the other hand defendants side also adduces both oral and documentary 
evidences before this court.   
  
5. I have heard the arguments put forwarded by plaintiff and defendant side. I have also 
perused the pleadings of both sides along with the entire evidences on records.  

          

                    DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS FOR SUCH DECISION 

 

6.6.6.6. ISSUE NOISSUE NOISSUE NOISSUE NO----1111::::----             MAINTAINABILITY OF SUIT 
 
The defendant in the instant suit alleged that the suit is not maintainable in law and 
facts. It is further pleaded by defendant in para -4 of his written statement that plaintiff 
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violated the Order-32 of C.P.C in filling the suit. There is no prayer by the plaintiff to 
appoint guardian of defendant no-2, who is a minor.    Cont.P-3 
                                                                  (3) 
 
 After careful scrutiny of plaint it categorically reveals that plaintiff instituted this suit 
against the defendant no-2 and his mother as defendant no-1. The defendant no-2 of 
this suit shown as minor and no petition was filed by the plaintiff along with the plaint for 
appointment of any Guardian in favor of minor defendant no-2, who has shown as 
minor.  
The term Guardian/ Gaurdian-ad-litem is used in respect of the person representing the 
minor defendant. In Black's Law Dictionary the term Guardian-ad-litem is defined as '' A 
guardian, usually, a lawyer, appointed by the court to appear in a law suit on behalf of 
an incompetent or minor party. Also termed as special advocate, special guardian, law 
guardian.'' 
In the context of Order-32, the term 'Guardian' normally denotes to a person who was 
appointed by the court to represent a minor or his property under Court of Wards Act or 
under Guardian and Wards Act. The Guardian may be a natural guardian also. However 
in the event of a defendant being minor, the court after satisfying the fact of minority and 
other pre-conditions as narrated in Order-32, Rule-3, shall appoint a proper persons as 
guardian.  
Now the question remains as to what will be the fate of a suit, when the suit is filed 
without appointment of Guardian-ad-litem in favor of minor defendant.  In a suit against 
minor, provision of Order-32, Rule-3 of C.P.C shall have to be followed. In such a 
situation, the plaintiff may nominate any person including natural guardian of the minor 
for appointment as guardian for minor defendant. Order-32, Rule-3 makes it mandatory 
on the part of court to appoint a competent person subject to various other provision 
either on the petition of the plaintiff or its own motion if the plaintiff failed to nominate 
any one for appointment or on a petition of any other person on behalf of a minor 
defendant. So, Order-32, Rule-3 of C.P.C provides a mandatory duty to appoint a 
gurdian ad-litem in favor of minor defendant either on the petition filed by plaintiff or 
without petition filed by the plaintiff.  
In this case in hand it appears that plaintiff did not filed any petition with the plaint  for  
nominating  the defendant no-1 as guardian of defendant no-2 and for that no order 
regarding appointment of Guardian for defendant no-2 was passed by the court, 
throughout the proceeding. PW-1 in his cross-examination admitted the fact that he has 
not filed any petition for appointment of guardian for defendant no-2 in this suit. The 
minor defendant no-2 remains UN-represented in this suit, which is not permissible as 
per law provides under order-32 of C.P.C. It clearly appears before the court that one of 
the mandatory provisions to appoint the guardian for minor defendant no-2 not followed 
in this suit, that renders this suit not maintainable. Because it is the settled provisons of 
law that any decree is passed against any minor defendant who not defended through a 
guardian ad litem, such decree is void and not executable.  
Therefore in the light of all the discussion above it can be safely decide here that instant 
suit is not maintainable due to the fact that minor defendant no-2 not represented by 
any guaridian-ad-litem. Hence this issue is answered in negative and against the 
plaintiff.  
 
7. ISSUE NO-2:- CAUSE OF ACTION FOR THE SUIT 
This issue is relates to the cause of action for the suit. Defendants in their written 
statement pleaded that instant suit has no cause. I have carefully gone through the 
entire pleadings of both sides, where it appears that plaintiff in this suit claimed that 
defendant no-1 and 2 are not the wife and son of plaintiff , showing the ground that  the 
defendant with help of some unknown persons forcefully took the plaintiff at Bilashipara and 
forcefully got executed one marriage agreement from plaintiff on-16/12/96. That plaintiff 
never lead any conjugal life with the defendant. On contra defendants contended that 
plaintiff used to visit the house of defendant and due to love affairs the defendant came out 
from her house at the instigation of plaintiff on-12/12/96 and on-16/12/96 both plaintiff and 
           Cont.P-4 
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 defendant entered in to a registered agreement of marriage and subsequently their social 
marriage also solemnized and from their wedlock one son also born and now the plaintiff 
plaintiff without informing the defendant went to Bongaigaon and accordingly defendant 
went Bongaigaon but the parents of plaintiff did not allow the plaintiff to enter house. The 
plaintiff avoided to contact the defendant and having no alternative defendant filed Misc 
Case No-435/05 in the court of Judicial Magistrate, Dhubri and Learned Court granted 
maintenance to the plaintiff. 
Considering the pleadings of both sides in this suit a bona-fide dispute is found, which 
requires adjudication in this suit. A cause of action is bundle of facts affirmed by one 
party and denied by the other and such assertion and denial already found from the 
pleadings of both side. That shows this suit has cause of action. Hence this issue is 
answered in affirmative and in favor of plaintiff.  
 
8. ISSUE NO-3 PLEA OF ESTOPPEL, WAIVER AND ACQUIESCENCE 
   The defendants no-1 in her written statement alleged that suit is bad under principles 
estoppal, waiver and acquiescence but they failed to plead specifically as to why the 
suit is bad under principles estoppal, waiver and acquiescence. The defendants also 
failed to prove anything in this case, that may prove the suit is barred under principles 
estoppal, waiver and acquiescence. After consideration of entire case records and 
nature of dispute between the parties I also don't find anything on records which can 
prove the fact that this suit is under principles estoppal, waiver and acquiescence.  
Hence this issue is answered in affirmative and in favor of the plaintiff.  
 
9.   ISSUE NO-4 :- PLEA OF LIMITATION 
       The defendant in her written statement pleaded that defendant filed petition under 
section-125 of Cr.P.C for getting maintenance and maintenance of her minor child in   
Misc Case No-435/05 in the court of Judicial Magistrate 1st Class, Dhubri, wherein the 
plaintiff appeared and filed W/O. But after lapse of around 4 years the plaintiff has 
brought the suit for declaration with other reliefs, which is barred under law. In this case 
defendant side tried to show the starting period of limitation from the year 2005, when 
the defendant filed petition under section-125 of Cr.P.C for getting maintenance. If we 
consider the plea of defendant that period of limitation starts for filling this declaratory 
suit from the year 2005, then the suit is clearly barred under law of limitation. Because it 
is the settled provision of law that limitation for filling suit to obtain declaration governed 
under article-58 of Limitation Act and the period of limitation is three years and such 
period of limitation starts from the date on which right sue accrue. If we go through the 
entire pleadings of plaintiff side then it appears that plaintiff came up with the instant suit 
contending that defendant no-1 and 2 are not his wife and son, showing the ground that 
defendant no-1 with the help  of some unknown persons forcefully took the plaintiff at 
Bilashipara and forcefully got executed one marriage agreement from plaintiff on-16/12/96. 
The plaintiff tried to show the cause of action of this suit on-16/12/96 and other subsequent 
dates. As per the pleadings of plaintiff side it appears before the court plaintiff's right to sue 
accrue on-16/12/96, because as per his contentions defendant no-1 forcefully got executed 
one marriage agreement on-16/12/96 and on the strength of said agreement defendant no-1 
claims maintenance from plaintiff in the year 2005 by filling proceeding under section-125 of 
Cr.P.C. In a declaratory suit right sue accrue from the date when the right of plaintiff 
infringed by other side and date of arising cause of action is the date from which the 
limitation period begins. In this case from the pleadings of plaintiff it reveals that on-16/12/96 
defendant forcefully got executed on marriage agreement from plaintiff and as per the 
plaintiff his right infringed on-16/12/96. Plaintiff in this suit mainly denied the marriage 
agreement dated-16/12/96 and that is why cause of action for filling declaratory arise on-
16/12/96 and period of limitation also begun from 16/12/96. 
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 That indicates this suit filed by the plaintiff beyond the period of limitation and that is barred 
under articles-58 of Limitation Act. Plaintiff shows several dates in his plaint as cause of 
action, that is not permissible because the nature of dispute between the parties is not 
shows that it is a continuance wrong committed by the defendant.  
Therefore in the light of all the above discussion it can be safely decide that instant suit 
is  barred by law of limitation. Hence this issue is answered in negative and in against of 
plaintiffs.  
       

10. ISSUE NO-5:-NON-JOINDER AND MIS-JOINDER OF NECESSARY PARTIES 
 
The defendants in their written statement alleges that suit is bad for non-joinder and mis-
joinder of  necessary party. The defendants in this case failed to prove the fact as to who 
are those necessary parties required to implead as party to this suit or who are those parties 
impleaded UN-necessary to this suit. After meticulous perusal of entire dispute in hands this 
court not find any one left or any person left necessary who required to implead as party to 
this suit. Upon the above discussion it can be safely decide that this suit is not bad for non-
joinder or mis-joinder of necessary  parties. Hence this issue is answered in affirmative and 
in favor of plaintiff.  
 
11.  ISSUE NO-6 WHETHER DEFENDANT NO-1&2 ARE NOT WIFE AND SON OF 

PLAINTIFF :-  
This issue is the bone contentions between the parties in this suit. Plaintiff brings instant suit 
contending that when plaintiff was serving at Balajan the defendant with help of some 
unknown persons forcefully took the plaintiff at Bilashipara and forcefully got executed one 
marriage agreement from plaintiff on-16/12/96. That plaintiff never lead any conjugal life 
with the defendant and as the plaintiff already got married the proforma defendant earlier to 
19/12/96, that is why said marriage with defendant is void and liable to be canceled. That 
claim raise by defendant no-1 is false and defendant no-2 is not the ward of plaintiff. It is 
further pleaded by the plaintiff that  defendant no-1 in the year 2005 brought one proceeding 
under section-125 of Cr.P.C and said proceeding was ordered against the plaintiff and 
revision preferred by plaintiff against said judgment and Hon'ble Sessions Judge, remanded 
said case without any interference. Hence this suit filed by the plaintiff praying declaration 
that defendant no-1 is not his wife and defendant no-2 is not his son. 
 In the other hand defendant contested this by filling written statement contending that 
plaintiff used to visit the house of defendant and due to love affairs the defendant came out 
from her house at the instigation of plaintiff on-12/12/96 and on-16/12/96 both plaintiff and 
defendant entered in to a registered agreement of marriage. The father of defendant no-1 
lodged an ejahar before Golakganj P.S vide no-235/96 against the plaintiff and 
subsequently father defendant came to know that both plaintiff and defendant are living 
together as husband and wife, so the father of defendant brought the parties to village 
Debdebi and gave social marriage on same day  i.e 19/12/96 and after the marriage the 
police intimated and accordingly statement under section-164 of Cr.P.C recorded and both 
plaintiff and defendant started living conjugal life in the rented house. Thereafter plaintiff 
transferred from Balajan to Bongaigaon and plaintiff without informing the defendant went to 
Bongaigaon and accordingly defendant went Bongaigaon but the parents of plaintiff did not 
allow the plaintiff to enter house. The plaintiff avoided to contact the defendant and having 
no alternative defendant filed Misc Case No-435/05 in the court of Judicial Magistrate, 
Dhubri and Learned Court granted maintenance to the plaintiff.  
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The plaintiff again challenge the order passed by Learned trail court and revisional court 
dismissed the revision affirming the order of revision. 
In this case plaintiff to prove his contentions examined as many as four numbers of 
witnesses, out of which PW-2 & PW-3 not turn up for cross-examination. Plaintiff side  
exhibited five numbers of documents. On contra defendant side also adduces both oral and 
documentary evidences. I have carefully gone through the oral and documentary evidences 
of plaintiff and defendant side. Where I find that plaintiff Ext-1,2 and 3 tried to prove the fact 
that plaintiff earlier got married proforma defendant by executing Ext-1 and out of their 
wedlock two children begotten. Ext-2 and 3 are the birth certificate of sons and daughter of 
present plaintiff. Ext-4 is the Judgment and Order passed against the plaintiff in a 
proceeding under section-125 of Cr.P.C and Ext-5 is the judgment of Hon'ble Session 
Court, wherein the revision petition filed against the Ext-4 by plaintiff dismissed. The 
documentary evidences of plaintiff reveals that plaintiff got married with proforma defendant 
by executing Ext-1 and out of their wedlock two children begotten. It further proved from the 
documentary evidences of plaintiff side that defendant no-1 being the wife of plaintiff filed 
proceeding under section-125 of Cr.P.C in the year 2005 and vide Ext-4 said proceeding 
was ordered in favor of defendant no-1 by Learned S.D.J.M, Dhubri and plaintiff again 
preferred revision against such judgment and order and Hon'ble Revisional Court vide Ext-5 
upheld the order and judgment of lower court. That shows that two judgment is still in force 
against the plaintiff holding that defendant no-1 and defendant no-2 are the wife and sons of 
plaintiff and order of maintenance also passed against the present plaintiff.  
In this case plaintiff being PW-1 submitted his examination in chief through affidavit 
supporting the fact that defendant with help of some unknown persons forcefully took the 
plaintiff at Bilashipara and forcefully got executed one marriage agreement from plaintiff on-
16/12/96. That plaintiff never lead any conjugal life with the defendant and as the plaintiff 
already got married the proforma defendant earlier to 19/12/96. But PW-1 in his cross-
examination testifies that on-16/12/96 one marriage agreement executed between the 
plaintiff and Dipika Roy and after that he did not filed any Police case alleging that between 
him and Dipika Roy forcefully marriage agreement took place. PW-1 further testifies in his 
cross-examination that he filed case before Hon'ble Judge Court to declare the marriage 
between the plaintiff and Dipila Roy void and Hon'ble Judge Court hold the marriage 
between plaintiff and Dipika Roy vaild.  
So, from the cross-examination of PW-1 it appears that plaintiff admittedly not filed any 
police case against the marriage agreement. If there is a marriage agreement forcefully 
obtained from the plaintiff then plaintiff would have lodged a police complaint in that effect. 
But from the testimony of PW-1 it appears that plaintiff not lodged any police complaints 
against the alleged execution of marriage agreement with defendant no-1.  
On contra defendant no-1 submitted her examination in chief supporting the fact that plaintiff 
maintained love affair with defendant  while he was serving as Mechanic at Balajan and  
during that time plaintiff wrote letter to defendant which are Vide Ext-B,C&D.  DW-1 further  
deposed that  from time to time plaintiff used to visit the house of defendant and due to love 
affairs the defendant came out from her house at the instigation of plaintiff on-12/12/96 and 
on-16/12/96 both plaintiff and defendant entered in to a registered agreement of marriage 
and Ext-F is the said agreement.  The father of defendant no-1 lodged an ejahar before 
Golakganj P.S vide no-235/96 against the plaintiff, Ext-H is the certified copy of said F.I.R 
and subsequently father defendant came to know that both plaintiff and defendant are living 
together as husband and wife, so the father of defendant brought the parties to village 
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 Debdebi and gave social marriage on same day  i.e 19/12/96 and after the marriage the 
police intimated and accordingly statement under section-164 of Cr.P.C recorded , Ext- I is 
the said statement and both plaintiff and defendant started living conjugal life in the rented 
house.  DW-1 further deposes that she gave birth one child and Ext- E is birth certificate of 
of son and Ext-N is the certified copy of school certificate of her son. The plaintiff avoided to 
contact the defendant and having no alternative defendant filed Misc Case No-435/05 in the 
court of Judicial Magistrate, Dhubri and Learned Court granted maintenance to the plaintiff  
Ext- O is the statement given by the plaintiff in that case.  So, it appears that DW-1 in her 
testimony supported and proved entire contentions before the court and from her cross-
examination nothing has contradictory.  
From the documentary evidences adduced by the defendant side it is clear that plaintiff was 
have a love and affectionate relationship with the defendant no-1 and on the strength of said 
relationship both the plaintiff and defendant entered into marriage agreement and 
subsequently their social marriage also solemnized and one son also was born from their 
wedlock. It is further reveals that plaintiff in Ext-L document admitted that defendant no-1 
and 2 are his wife and son and he will pay half of his monthly salary as maintenance to 
them. Ext-L and all the other documents supported and proved the fact that defendant no-1 
is the wife of plaintiff and defendant no-2 is the minor son of plaintiff. In this case plaintiff 
side failed to bring anything contradictory against the documents submitted by defendant 
side. From the oral and documentary evidences of plaintiff and defendant side it is clear that 
defendant no-1 & 2 allowed monthly maintenance from the plaintiff by both the trial court 
and revisional court. If the defendant no-1 and 2 are no the son and wife of plaintiff then why 
the plaintiff executed Ext-L documents in favor of defendants admitting the defendant no-1 
and 2 as his wife and son, that facts remains UN-answered. In this case plaintiff even not 
made any specific averments regarding execution of Ext-L documents.   
In this case plaintiff simply prayed declaration about the fact that defendant no-1 is not his 
wife and defendant no-2 is not his son along with a prayer that defendants are not entitled to 
get maintenance from him. Whereas the order of maintenance still in force against the 
plaintiff by both the trail as well by the revisionary court. Now the plaintiffs brings instant suit 
for nullifying the judgment pronounced by both the appellate as well by the trail court in a 
proceeding under section-125 of Cr.P.C, which is not tenable. In this case plaintiff not 
prayed declaration about the validity of marriage with defendant, the plaintiff simply prayed 
declaration about the fact that defendant no-1 and 2 are not his wife and son. If the plaintiff 
would filed this suit for declaration of marriage with defendant no-1 is invalid then this court 
would have no jurisdiction to entertain this suit under Hindu Marriage Act, 1955. 
undoubtedly from the evidence on records it is proved that plaintiff married proforma 
defendant and plaintiff also married defendant no-1, which one of the marriage of plaintiff is 
valid one, that fact is not the deciding factor of this suit. As no declaration regarding validity 
of marriage is sought by the plaintiff in this suit. More also this court has no jurisdiction to 
decide the validity of a marriage between two hindus, as per Hindu Marriage Act.  
In this case plaintiff side failed to prove the fact that defendant no-1 is not his wife and 
defendant no-2 is not his son. Rather from the oral and documentary evidences of 
defendant side it proves before the court plaintiff got married with the defendant no-1 under 
love and affectionate relationship and from their wedlock defendant no-2 is born. It further 
proved that subsequently the plaintiff refuses to maintain the defendants no-1 and 2, for 
which defendant no-1 filed proceeding under section-125 of Cr.P.C to get maintenance and 
accordingly defendant no-1 got order of maintenance from long process of litigation and that 
order is still in force. Now the plaintiff filed instant suit for nullifying the order passed in 
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Maintenance proceeding. A suit for declaration of maintenance order null and void is not 
tenable.           Cont.P-8 
      (8) 
In this case plaintiff by filling instant suit claimed that defendant no-1 is not his wife and 
defendant no-2 is not his son, whereas from the from the oral and documentary evidences 
of both the plaintiff and defendant side it proves before the court  that plaintiff himself 
admitted that both the defendant no-1 and 2 as his wife and son by executing Ext-L 
documents and plaintiff in this case not even prayed any declaration for cancellation of 
marriage agreement and Ext-L documents before the court. In the context of both such 
documents it could be safely hold here that defendant no-1 and 2 are the son and wife of 
plaintiff. 
Therefore in the light of all the aforesaid discussion it can be safely decide here that plaintiff 
failed to prove the fact that defendant no-1 and 2 are his not wife and son. Hence this issue 
is answered in negative and against the plaintiff.  
 
12. ISSUE NO-7&8:- RELIEFS 
 
All the issues above are co-relates with each other and are same in nature, that is why all 
the issues above taken together for discussion and decision. In the light of discussion and 
decision made in issue no-1,4 and 6 , the plaintiff is not entitled to get all the reliefs as 
prayed for. Hence both issues above are answered in negative and in against the plaintiff.  
 
              ORDER 
 
13. In the result plaintiff suit is dismissed on contest with cost of entire proceeding and 
compensatory cost of Rs.10000/-  
14. Prepare a decree accordingly. 

15. Judgment is pronounced and delivered in open court under the hand seal of this 
court on  16th January  , 2013. 
 

 

 

 

   MUNSIFF NO-1 

                  Dhubri  
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                                                        APPENDIX 

 

 

1. PLAINTIFFS WITNESSES           PW-1 Nibaran Choudhury 

                                                                  PW-2 Prafullah Choudhury 

                                                                 PW-3 Kanteswar Roy 

                                                                 PW-4 Ratna Choudhury  

                                                             

2. DEFENDANTS WITNESSES:-        DW-1 Dipika Roy Choudhury 

       DW-2 Biren Roy 

       DW-3 Ramesh Chandra Ray 

           DW-4  Ketu Roy 

           DW-5 Mokibul Hussain  

                                       

  

3. PLAINTIFFS EXHIBITS   : -        Ext-1 C.C agreement of marriage  
                                                                   Ext-2 & 3 Birth certificate 
                                                                   Ext-4 Certified copy of  Misc Case 
  Ext-5 C.C Revision Judgment 

     

4. DEFENDANTS EXHIBITED:-    Ext-A C.C of Dairy 
       Ext-B-D C.C of letters 

        Ext-E C.C of birth Certificate 

        Ext-F C.C of Marriage Agreement 

        Ext-G is C.C of Latter to Employer 

        Ext-H is C.C of F.I.R 

        Ext-I C.C of statement u/s-164 

        Ext-J C.C of Medical report 

        Ext-K C.C of report 

        Ext-L Statement of plaintiff 

        Ext-M is C.C of Joint Photo 

        Ext-N is C.C of School Certificate 

        Ext-O is copy of statement of plaintiff 

 

                                                                Munsiff NO-1 

                                                                    Dhubri 


